Visionary Society members are the leading annual donors of this privately-funded museum. Members give $1,000 or more to support our mission to build confidence, inspire learning, and unleash the full talent of every individual.

VISIONARY SOCIETY COUNCIL

Individuals, foundations, and companies that give $10,000 or more each year to support Museum exhibitions, programs, & the Every Student Initiative.

Anonymous Amount
Bambi Putnam
Christine Bollwinkle

CHAIRMAN’S CIRCLE

$100,000+
Bon and Holly French
Kay Koch
Gilmore Foundation

$50,000-$99,999
Lee and Judy Graves
Doug and Diane Oberhelman
Zan Ransburg
Linda Beth and Ed Kutowski
Josh and Danette Swank
Art Bridges Foundation
Barton Family Foundation
Oak River Foundation
Rucker Family

$25,000-$49,999
Sidney and Flo Banwart
Andrew Bowman
Chris and Melanie Coutler
Jim and Katie Owens
Gary and Sarah Pearl
Dr. Mary Pham and Dr. Bob Smouse
Matthew and Alison Unkovich
Biefeldt Foundation
Ruby K. Womer Charitable Trust

$15,000-$24,999
Richard and Rebecca Beem
Bob and Kathleen Brown
Allen Cullinan and Laura Schachtrup-Cullinan
Patricia and Anthony Cullietta, M.D.
Doug and Cindy Mills
Sally Snyder
Loniette Stewart
Harriett Swager

$10,000-$14,999
Sharon and John Amdall
William Beddow
Dr. Allan and Marlene Campbell
Jim and Marci Carballoido
Kevin and Jackie Colgan
Michael and Margaree Cullinan
Ronald and Carrie Givens Family
Drs. Darrel and Jane Gum
Richard and Judy Helm
Andrew Hoe
Paul and Maggie Nelson
Gretchen Hagen Petrakos
Ken and Sheri Pope
Harry and Kathy Puterbaugh
Randy and Nancy Root
Gerald and Pamela Shaheen
Nancy Snowden
Mr. Doug and Dr. Vicky Stewart
Mrs. Richard Ullman
Darlene Violet
Dr. Sharon Weiss
Altorfer CAT
Laura L. Stapp Trust
Solid Rock Giving Fund

CORPORATE VISIONARY SOCIETY COUNCIL

Companies that have committed $10,000 or more each year to support Museum exhibitions, programs, and the Every Student Initiative.

$50,000-$99,999
Catrpillar Foundation
Green View

$25,000-$49,999
Advanced Medical Transport
PNC Foundation
Carle Health Center for Philanthropy
GIVSCO Construction Company
Philippi-Hagenbuch

$15,000-$24,999
CEFCU
Federal Warehouse Companies
John Graham & Associates
OSF Healthcare System
Prairie Home Alliance
RLI Corporation

$10,000-$14,999
Commerce Bank
CSE Software
David Vaughan Investments, LLC
Jingle Holiday Lights
Precision Planting
Pringle Robotics
R. Gingerich Crane
Vonachen Services, Inc.

VISIONARY SOCIETY

Individuals, foundations, and companies that give between $1,000 and $9,999 each year.

$5,000-$9,999
The John Bearce Family
Owen and Carole Ackerman
R. Rennie Atterbury
Stan and Lori Collins
Stephen and Patricia Cullinan
Denis Cyr
Mary Eltrick and Carol Pitcher
Thomas and Cheryl Fliege
Barbara Glick
Dr. Thomas and Mrs. Judy Beth Gross
Dr. Thomas and Carol Lueck-Hosein
Mr. Doug and Dr. Vicky Stewart
Mrs. Richard Ullman
Darlene Violet
Dr. Sharon Weiss
Altorfer CAT
Laura L. Stapp Trust
Solid Rock Giving Fund

Centre State International Trucks
Farnsworth Group
Federal Warehouse Companies
Good Energy, LP
Hohlun Fance Co.
Jay Vonachen Family
Kress Corporation

$2,500-$4,999
Anonymous
John and Debra Austin
Joanne Bannor and Edward Tarbuck
Ken and Jody Baum
Dana Bischoff
Jerry Brooker and Sally Weber
Jeff and Kris Bynson
Tim and Dr. Michele Couri
Dennis Gilmore and Jennie Cruz
Craig and Ronda Daily
Sherry Daly
Judge Richard and Joyce Eagleton
Sarah and Matt Fletcher
Anne Fox
Bob and Lisa Gates
Dr. George and Mrs. Ellen Gentry
Geoffrey and Angela Ginzel
Donnie and Lhardt Horn
Nancy and Stephen P. Havera
Jim and Beryl Hein
Kurt and Doreen Huber
Keith and Karen Kinsey
Dr. Richard and Mrs. Ann Kube
Daryl and Nan Lindemann
Cal and Kathy Mackay
James and Kathleen McGee
John and Cindy Morris
Michael and Cheryl Quine
Dr. Ronald and Mrs. Camilla Rabjohns
Brian and Erica Ray
Chris and Katrina Reynolds
Roger and Marianne Riviere
Georgia Schmidt
Derek Schryer and Sarah Holst Schryer
Robert and Barbara Sehling
Clifford and Cynthia Shoff
Patrick and Jane Smarjese
Dr. Harry and Mrs. Sally Stone
Peggy Vilbarg and David Smith
John and Gina Wetzel
Pat Whitten and Bridget Burke
David and Susan Woodruff
4B Components Limited
Ameren Illinois
Conner Co.
Illinois American Water
Karen K. Pflederer Endowment Fund
LS Building Products

$1,500-$2,499
Dr. William and Mrs. Pamela Albers
Robert and Lynne Anderson
Todd and Laurie Baker
James and Lou Baldwin
Patricia Barton*
Stephen and Patti Bash
Greg and Lori Birkland
John and Linda Blossom
Dr. William and Martha Bond
J. Grant and Bobbie Brown
Sandra Brower
Stan and Cathy Butler
Jeremy and Angela Caldera
James and Kathryn Chambers
Jan Chapman
Michaela and Teresa Chism
Paula Church
Richard and Sally Cloyd
Bill and Michelle Confer
Gary and Janice Copeland
Dean and Cathy Costello
Dr. Joe and Mrs. Linda Couri
John and Nancy Crawford
Byron DeHaan
Paul and Colleen DiGiallonardo
Dr. Patrick Elwood and Mrs. Deborah Richardson
Thomas Figge
Paul and Ladona Fishkin
Don Frederick and Nan Reid

* Deceased

05/07/2023
**VISONARY SOCIETY**

Individuals, companies, and foundations that give between $1,000 and $9,999 each year.

**$1,000-$2,499 (cont)**

Daniel and Kristine Gehman
Richard and Judith Gentry
Karen and Greg Gerontes
Bryan and Lisa Grant
Barbara Gurter
Jerry Hardesty and Judy Stanley
Mary Heller
Martha Harm and Tom McIntyre
Thomas Hoer II and Gwendolyn Hoer
Jim Hollenback and Shellie Cowser-Hollenback
Alme and James Hubler
Stephen and Abby Jackson
Jay and Joan Jansen
Tom and Katie Jenkins
Perry and Pam Johnson
John and Diane Jordan
Dr. Herbert E. Kasega
J.T. and Kim Kellock
Joe and Pat Kennell
Keith and Casey Knepp
Kari and Suzanne Kottmann
Pete and Becky Lagurons
Michael and Trudy Landwith
Thomas and Jennifer Lee
Rick LeHew and Renee Charles
Dr. John and Marilyn Leyland
Rex and Laura Linder
Thomas* and Emily Luthy
Ken and Teri Lynch
Mike and Judy Mangold
Mike and Molly Miller
Valerie Mohtie
Travis and Christa Mohlenbrink
Michael and Marianne Moll
Stephen and Joy Morris
David and Louise Mueller
David Murray
Joseph P. and Rebecca O'Brien
Sally Owens
Leslie Paulson and Steve Pierz
Jason and Penny Payne
Susan and Tim Pelger
Thomas and Debbie Ritschel
Bill and Kathy Rohner
Tom and Carol Romanowski
Brian Russell and Christine Parks
Jim and Susie Ryan
Gary and Trina Schmidt
The Scott Family
Kavan Shay
Ryan and Jacri Shoff
Layla and Brian Slater
Fr. Dennis E. Spohrer
Seth and Jennifer Uphoff
Matt and Lesley Vonachen
Will and Cathy Vonachen
Sandy Wuttke
Christopher and Sarah Zallek
Kenneth and Judy Zila
Glenn and Julie Zipp
Bright Idea Creative
Pearl Technology

**$1,000-$1,499**

Anonymous
Dr. James Adams and Ms. Kelly Perkins
Loretta Dooly Albers
Larry Anderson
Paul and Jill Appell
Dr. and Mrs. Charles J. Aprahamian
Jim Ardis
Gregory and Sandra Arnett
Dane Arvin
Peter and Jeanne Barclay
Timothy and Janet Bertschy
Gary and Carlotta Belfield
Jeff and Sue Bogdan
Rebekah T. Bourland
Ken and Donna Bradshaw
William and Susan Brock
Tony Brocksmith
Elaina Edwards
Dr. Aaron and Kathy Buchko
Charles and Judith Bush
Tom and Rebecca Byrom
Dan and Mary Anne Campbell
Chelsea and Alex Carmona
Scott and Gayle Carr
Andrew and Amanda Chambers
Doug and Jody Cheney
Larry and Natalie Clare
Terri and Dick Cook
Mary Costa
David Crawford
Douglas and Nancy Crew
Dr. Michael and Mrs. Donna Cruz
Timothy Cundiff
Linda Daley
Dr. Chester Danehower
Steve and Jill Delinski
Mary J. Dill
Jeff Doeden and Julie Dibbernardino-Doeden
Bernie and Barb Drake
Steve and Mary Dultsman
Dr. James and Duffey Parrell
Doug and Jan Fehr
Elizabeth Fitzpatrick
Connie Frank
Shirley Frederick
Mark and Judy Friedman
Sherry L. and Rick Gaa
Darr Velde Gay
Ramonia Gibbs
Paul and Jeri Gillillian
Lowell and Alice Gieves
Diana Hail
Reid and Sheila Hansen
John Harayda
Gregory and Patricia Harness
Don and Mura Haupt
Scott and Diane Hedden
John and Jeff Heintzman
James Helms
Matthew and Monica Hendrickson
Andy and Cindy Honegger
Michael and Cheryl Hopwood
Frank and Julie Iarulli
Preston and Melba Jackson
Chris and Madisen Jackson
Bob and Diane Jorgensen
Tiffany and Joshua Kentosh
Alexis and Elizabeth Khazazz
Sharon Desmoulion-Kherat
Lionel and Vilma Kinney
Charles D. Knell
Clare Koepell
Rachel and Nathan Kress
Michael and Michele Kuhl
Hon, Darin and Mrs. Kristen Lathoud
Tim and Patti Lance
Alexandria and Nick Lavin
Dominick Leah
Thomas Leiter
Ron and Lois Littaret
Alan and Katherine Lonn
Dr. Rod and Karin Lorenz
Lee Maki
Jane and Dejan Makisimovic
Chris and Ronda Mathewson
Lesley and Mark Matuszak
Rosemary McCullough
Michael McCusky
Paul and Emily McKim
Brian and Mary Jane Megginson
Bobby and Debra Meils
William and Nancy Miles
Wnne Milks
Joseph Milton and Angela Fitch-Milton
Mark and Maggie Mischelhorn
Kimberly A. Mitchell
Michelle Moestue
Trudy Muller
Clifford and Cecily Myers
Sylvia Natz
Merideth and Phil Nelson
David Nicoll and Alicia Calderon
Dr. Kelsie Neffengger and Adam Berry
Ronalee De Noble
Stan and Jean Ogden
Eugenia Olson
Blair and John O'Reilly
Jeffrey and Anna Palmer
Mary Jo Papich
Wrenn Miles
Steve and Madisen Jackson
Preston and Melba Jackson
Andy and Cindy Honegger

**$1,500-$2,499**

*Deceased*

Mrs. Kristen LaHood
Hon. Darin and Jonathan Wright
Dr. Thomas and Mrs. Jean Wyman
Joe and Lois Yoches
Craig and Gayle Young
Amaron Illinois
Blue Duck Barbecue Tavern
F & M Bank
Fortner Insurance Agency, Inc.
Gems of the Prairie Quilters
General Reinsurance Corporation
Hochst-Stout Insurance Agency
Ice Miller Legal Counsel
Louisville Slugger Sports Complex
Metro Centre Shopping Center
Prairie Center of the Arts

**MEDIAPARTNERS**

Adams Outdoor Advertising
AMP Radio Group
Cumulus Media
Midwest 360
Peoria Journal Star
WGLT
WEEK/HOI
WCBL/WGLT

For more information contact the Visionary Society Concierge at 309-863-3019 or development@peoriariverfrontmuseum.org.